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ABSTRACT 

With high prices for fuel and airfare, companies are looking to minimize operational costs.  

Reducing aircraft fuel consumption is one strategy companies use to lower costs.  During flights, 

commercial aircraft divide the cruise portion's range into cruise-steps, which are changes in 

altitude typically in increments of 2,000 ft.  These cruise-steps allow the aircraft to ascend in a 

manner easily tracked by Air Traffic Control.  This study focuses on the cruise portion of a 

commercial aircraft's flight.  The number and size of the cruise-steps are free.  The amount of 

cruise-steps corresponds to the number of segments comprising the cruise range.  The free 

variables are the velocity and altitude profiles, and the throttle setting for the step-climbs.  

Optimized results are compared with the analytical range equations and an actual flight.  An 

upper atmospheric wind model is incorporated into this scenario to determine the effects of jet 

streams.  The main objective of this study is to show an optimized flight trajectory by 

minimizing fuel costs thereby reducing financial costs of flying. 

viii 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

With the increasing price of crude oil, it is important for airlines to find ways to reduce fuel consumption.  

Today nearly 30% of airliner's operating cost is expended on fuel only.   [1] The United States air 

transportation system alone consumed 11.34 billion gallons of fuel in 2009.   The fuel price increase also 

accelerates the retirement of older aircraft which are not as fuel efficient.  The current average retirement 

year of an aircraft is 20 years, whereas in 1990 it was 30 years.  To save costs, companies seek the most 

fuel efficient aircraft and engines; however, the process of new aircraft adoption is slow and extremely 

expensive.  

Infrastructural changes like the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) promise increased 

fuel efficiency but will take time to implement.  [2] Current implementation of NextGen by the FAA is 

not scheduled for completion until 2025.  Airliners have changed flight characteristics to reduce fuel 

consumption within the current FAA system.  For the descent phase aircraft now implement a straight-

down landing rather than circling the airport.  In the climbing phase once flaps are retracted, the aircraft 

accelerates to climbing speed in an optimal way versus a direct acceleration.  The cruise portion of most 

commercial flights is divided into cruise-steps of 2,000-ft increments.  Since the cruise portion generally 

consumes the majority of both the flight time and fuel load, optimizing this portion of the flight is 

especially important.   

A literary review has shown that prior work focused on evaluating the descent portions of aircraft flight.  

[3] Although studying aircraft descents, Chakravarty uses optimal control strategies similar to the 

approach used in this study to compare optimal cruise descent and optimal descent with suboptimal 

strategies of constant flight-path-angle and constant Mach number descent from an altitude of 10,000 ft.    

In recent years more attention has been given to the other portions of the flight.  In [4] Lovegren and 

Hansman investigated optimizing flight altitudes and velocities to reduce fuel consumption.  Their 

research results were compared with data from 257 flights from one day of domestic U.S. operations.  In 
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the cruise portion of their research, the authors used an optimal climb angle for a constant ascent.  The 

research discovered a reduction in fuel costs by applying their methods while noting barriers for 

immediate implementation.  Their constant climb violated the FAA use of step-cruises which is used for 

easier charting of aircraft flights.   The data from actual flights showed an increase in the aircraft's speed 

when compared to their results.  This velocity difference is due to the airliners' use of time and fuel 

consumption in their cost function, whereas Lovegren and Hansman only used fuel consumption.  In [5] 

Merle explores fuel conservation over the flight trajectory.  The results compared the same flight made by 

various aircraft and how their optimized trajectories differed.  Merle used a cruise-climb for long cruises 

rather than a cruise-step solution.  [6] Pargett and Ardema looked at optimizing cruise at a constant 

altitude using the Brequet range equation with singular optimal control.  Derivations of the Brequet range 

equation are compared to this research's optimal results.  [7] A fix flight range configuration was used in 

this research similar to the configuration used by Erzberger and Lee in their research in optimal flight 

trajectories with specific range.  Erzberger and Lee used energy as the independent variable.  These 

authors did not factored in jet streams into their research. 

Jet streams are high-speed, upper atmospheric winds that have an impact on travel time and fuel 

consumption.  A trans-American flight flying East-West into headwinds can take up to 30 minutes longer 

than a flight flying in the opposite direction.  In [8] Hok K. Ng researched optimizing cargo flights 

through varying altitude and path trajectories while keeping cruise velocity constant.  Ng's cost function 

included both time and fuel costs.  The cruise portion of his flight profiles followed FAA regulations of 

2,000-ft incremental cruise-steps.  The results showed an improvement in both time and fuel but varied 

due to differences in aircraft models and pre-defined cost indices made by shipping companies.  In [9] 

Franco and Rivas researched constant altitude optimal aircraft cruises with the arrival times fixed.  Their 

research also factored in the effects of an average horizontal wind.  Two applications of were studied: the 

cost of meeting the fixed arrival time under mismodeled winds, and the cost of flight delays imposed on a 

nominal optimal path.  Results showed the near optimality of a constant cruise velocity.   
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The goal of this research is to find optimal cruise flight altitudes, velocities, and throttle settings to 

minimize fuel expenditure.  The altitude profile follows FAA regulations as a cruise-step format but 

leaves the height of the steps free.  The throttle settings and velocity components are also free variables.  

Additionally this research explores the effects of jet streams on these free variables in aircraft cruise 

flights.  These factors are analyzed and compared to simulated, analytical, and real flight data.  By 

decreasing the fuel consumption of a flight, the amount of greenhouse gas left by the aircraft's engines 

will be reduced.  With the twofold aim of a cost reduction on fuel use and greener skies, it is necessary to 

find an optimized fuel consumption method for aircraft cruise. 
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Chapter 2.  Analytical Analysis 

 2.1 Aircraft Cruise Dynamics 

In the cruise portion of an aircraft's flight, most dynamic calculations are based on the assumption that the 

aircraft is in a steady, level, and unaccelerated flight (SLUF) configuration.  [10] In SLUF configuration 

there are four forces acting on the aircraft: weight (W), lift (L), thrust (T), and drag (D).  In figure 2.1 the 

four forces are shown in a free-body-diagram of an aircraft.  

 

Fig.   2.1 SLUF Free-Body-Diagram [4] 

Since the aircraft is not accelerating in any direction, the opposing forces are equal to each other.  In cases 

of ascent or descent, the aircraft is no longer in SLUF configuration.  The ascending and descending free-

body-diagrams are shown in figure 2.2 and 2.3 with γ as the flight-path angle relative to the horizon.  In 

these free-body-diagrams the forces in the direction of L and T are assumed positive.  
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Fig.   2.2 Ascending Aircraft Free-Body-Diagram [4] 

Fig.   2.3 Descending Aircraft Free-Body-Diagram [4] 

Equations (1) and (2) are derived by applying Newton's second law along and perpendicular to the flight 

path. 

   1  

  2  
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In this study γ and V remain constant during the cruise-climbs; therefore, the right-hand side of equations 

(1) and (2) are zero.  γ is known since it is either a constant value during climbs and can be solved using 

the known altitude and range values or zero. The initial weight of the aircraft is fixed.  Weight decreases 

throughout the cruise from fuel expenditure only.  Once W is calculated, L is found by equation (2).  L 

and D can be calculated from the aircraft and atmospheric properties as shown by equations (3) and (4): 

 
1
2

                                                                              3  

 
1
2

                                                                             4  

where ρ is the atmospheric density, V is the velocity, S is the projected wing area of the aircraft, and CL 

and CD  are the coefficients of lift and drag, respectively.  Since L is predetermined by equation (2), 

equation (3) can be rewritten to solve for CL: 

2 cos
                                                                             5  

The lift coefficient is then used in the calculation of the drag coefficient through the drag polar equation, 

shown by equation (6): 

                                                                          6  

k is induced drag coefficient determined by equation (7), and CD0 is the parasitic drag of the aircraft which 

is constant for low speeds but increases exponentially at the critical Mach number of the aircraft [10],[11].  

Figure 2.4 shows the relationship between CD0  and Mach number for the Boeing 767 used in this thesis. 
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Fig.   2.4  Parasitic Drag vs. Mach Number for Boeing 767-300 Aircraft 

 
1

                                                                                  7  

In equation (7), AR is the aircraft's aspect ratio, defined in equation (8), and e is the Oswald span 

efficiency factor based on aircraft characteristics [11]. 

                                                                                       8  

In equation (8), b is the wing span of the aircraft.  Once the drag coefficient is calculated,  D can be 

calculated by equation (4).   

Thrust can be calculated from equation (1) once γ, W, and D are all known.  Another approach to 

calculating T is through the propulsion equations.  The propulsion method is used in this study and is 

discussed in section 2.2.  Equation (1) with =0 shows that: 

1.  for γ > 0:  T - D = Wsinγ > 0 

2. for γ = 0: T = D = Wsinγ = 0 
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3. for γ < 0: T - D = Wsinγ < 0 

Therefore, for either a level or climb portion of a cruise-step flight T must be equal or greater than D 

respectively. 

This relationship between D and T can also be shown through the power required vs. power available 

curves.  Power required, PR , is the minimal amount of power needed by an aircraft flying at SLUF, where 

T = D.  Power required for SLUF: 

                                                                                     9  

The power available, PA, is the maximum thrust generated by the aircraft's engines at a given altitude and 

airspeed multiplied by the aircraft's velocity.   

                                                                              10  

Tmax  is the maximum engine thrust.  Since air density decreases as altitude increases, PA also decreases 

with increased altitude [4],[5].  This relationship between air density and PA is due to the aircraft's jet 

engines needing oxygen for combustion, which thins out as air density decreases.  When the power 

required is equal to the maximum power available, the aircraft is physically unable to climb higher and its 

peak altitude is reached.  Figure 2.5 shows maximum power available and power required for SLUF vs. 

velocity at cruising altitude of 35,000 ft for a Boeing 767-300. 
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Fig.   2.5  Power Required and Maximum Power Available vs. Velocity for 767-300 at 35,000 ft 

The thrust of an engine is dependent on altitude and velocity.  However, as altitude and velocity increase 

the change in thrust decreases, see figure 2.10.  At cruising altitudes the thrust of the engines used in this 

thesis can be assumed constant within cruising velocities.  As shown in equation (11) and figure 2.5, 

power available is a linear function of V increasing when velocity increases and Tmax is constant, such as 

when a constant altitude is maintained.  PR is cubic as seen with equations (4),(9).  

The rate of climb (RC) at which an aircraft can ascend at a given altitude is directly related to the power 

required and power available.  RC is the change in h as expressed in equation (11) 

sin                                                                               (11) 

Equation (1) is rearranged to solve for sinγ and the accelerations negated as shown in equation (12) 
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sin   12  

Equation (12) can then be substituted into equation (11) to solve for RC. 

     13  

Therefore the aircraft shown in figure 2.5 can only climb when flying at velocities between 619 and 844 

ft/s.  The velocity of the maximum rate of climb can be determined by finding  the velocity where the 

maximum difference between the power available and power required occurs. 

Fig.   2.6  Maximum Rate of Climb of 767-300 at 35,000 ft 

Figure 2.6 shows that the maximum excess power (MEP) for the Boeing 767-300 at cruising altitude is at 

a velocity of 760 ft/s.  This velocity for maximum RC is slower than the typical cruising velocity of 810 

ft/s.  In climbs during the cruise phase it is more fuel efficient for the aircraft to minimize the changes in 
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velocity rather than climb at maximum RC.  From equation (1), changes in V are scaled by the mass of the 

aircraft and are balanced by changes in T, since in a slow climb D, W, and γ will remain roughly constant.   

These rapid changes in thrust require increased fuel intake.  Therefore it is much more beneficial to fly at 

a more constant V and slower RC.  

 2.2 Engine Performance 

An aircraft engine's performance varies over different altitudes and velocities and is the main component  

in controlling the cost function, fuel consumption.  This study uses a function that computes the engine's 

thrust and thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) given inputs of velocity and altitude.  TSFC is the 

weight of fuel needed to provide the net thrust for a given time.  The function uses the thermodynamic 

and mechanical properties of the engine to compute T and TSFC. 

Because commercial aircraft companies import their engines from separate companies, a particular type 

of aircraft will have different engines.  The Boeing 767 used is equipped with two turbofan engines.  Both 

the  Pratt & Whitney PW4000 and the GE CF6-80 C2 are used by Boeing for this aircraft.  Both engines 

share similar characteristics, and the GE CF6-80 C2 was modeled for this work.  Table 2.1 shows 

common parameters of this engine.   BPR is the acronym for bypass ratio. 

Table 2.1 Parameter Values for GE CF6-80 C2 

Max Thrust 
(SL) 

TSFC 
(SL) 

Airflow 
(SL) 

Cruise 
Altitude 

Cruise 
Speed 

Max Thrust 
(Cruise) 

TSFC 
(Cruise) BPR 

57,600 (lb) 0.323 
(lb/lbf hr) 1710 (lbm/s) 35,000 (ft) Mach 0.8 12,820 (lb) 0.576 

(lb/lbf hr) 5.19 

Turbofan engines differ from other aircraft engines in that they are designed to produce high thrust while 

keeping high TSFC.  Due to their large frontal area a turbofan loses its efficiency advantages over a 

turbojet engine as it approaches Mach 1.  A turbofan has a turbojet is at the core, and a turbine drives a 

compressor and a fan which acts as a propeller.  Airflow coming into the engine is split into two paths.  

The first path is through the fan and the turbojet core and is known as the primary flow; the second path is 
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through the fan and around the turbojet core and is known as the secondary flow.  The ratio of the 

secondary to primary airflows is the bypass ratio (BPR) [12],[13].   

To compute performance parameters for an engine, the engine is typically divided into nine stages.  The 

first stage is an inlet.  The next stage is the compressor, while the following stages are the combustor, 

turbine, and exhaust respectively.  Figure 2.7 shows a standard aircraft jet engine with stage numberings. 

 

Fig.   2.7  Engine Station Numbering, used with permission [14] 

The total temperature, pressures and other components are calculated through each station of the engine.  

The total temperature, denoted as Tt, is related to the actual temperature through the following equation: 

1
1

2
                                                                         14  

where T is the static temperature, γa is the ratio of specific heats, and M is the Mach number.   

After the temperature and pressure of each stage is calculated, the specific thrust can be derived, equation 

(15).  The specific thrust, defined as the net thrust divided by the total intake airflow, is an important 

engine parameter that is used in calculating both the actual thrust and the TSFC. 
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1 1 1

1                                                      15   

f is the burner fuel to air mass flow rate ratio and is calculated through equation (16) 

                                                                          16  

where τλ , also known as the temperature limit, is the ratio of the total temperature at the burner exit to the 

ambient temperature.  τr is the free stream stagnation temperature ratio, τc is the compressor stagnation 

temperature ratio, ηb is the efficiency of the burner, Hc is the fuel heating value, Cpc is the specific heat 

capacity at the compressor, and T0 is the freestream temperature in front of the engine [14]. 

From equation (15) the actual thrust can be calculated by equation (17) 

                                                                              17  

where  is the total mass flow rate and is found by equation (18) 

                                                                  18  

where  and  are the mass flow rates for the core and fan, primary and secondary airflows, 

respectively. 

The TSFC can be calculated by 

1
                                                19  

Figures 2.8-2.11 show the two performance criteria, thrust and TSFC, and how they vary with respect to 

velocity and altitude for the GE CF6-80C2 engines used. 
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Fig.   2.8  Static Thrust vs. Altitude for GE CF6-80C2 Turbofan Engine with V = 0 

Figure 2.8 shows the static thrust decreasing as altitude increases due to the atmospheric density 

decreasing in higher altitudes. 

Fig.   2.9  TSFC vs. Altitude for GE CF6-80C2  turbofan Engine with V = 0 
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Fig.  2.10  Thrust vs. Velocity for GE CF6-80C2 Turbofan Engine at Different Altitudes 

Figure 2.10 shows the T is dependent on h and V.  As h and V increase, T becomes nearly constant.  

 

Fig.   2.11  TSFC vs. Velocity for GE CF6-80C2 Turbofan Engine at Sea Level 
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 2.3 Range Models 

Range, R, is defined as the distance an aircraft can travel on a given fuel load.  Several parameters effect 

the range of an aircraft such as altitude, velocity, lift-to-drag ratio, and lift coefficient values.  There are 

three main equations devoted to calculating the range of aircraft given certain specifications [10],[11].  

Each of these equations is derived from the Breguet range equation, equation (20). 

  20  

ct is the same as TSFC.  V and L/D are not independent of W so equation (20) can be adjusted to equation 

(21) using the relationship between L,W, and V in equation (3) so all parameters are independent. 

1 2 /

 21  

The first range equation assumes that altitude and velocity remain constant during cruise.  Therefore S, ct, 

and ρ are constant.  From equation (6),   is also constant; with velocity constant, the drag polar is also 

constant so CD is directly related to .     To attain maximum range,  is maximized.  This is done 

through calculating the max lift coefficient derived from the drag polar and induced drag coefficient 

shown in equation (22). 

3
    22  

Substituting equation (22) into equation (6) and solving for the   ratio gives: 

3
4

1
3

  23  
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 The range for constant V and h then be written as equation (24) and (25). 

,
2 2

√
                                                           24  

,
2 2

                                                           25  

The second range equation assumes constant velocity and constant lift coefficient.  The flight profile for 

this function is a steady climb, because as the fuel is used up the aircraft must climb to maintain a 

constant lift coefficient.  In equation (3), if V, CL, and S are held constant then as W = L decreases ρ must 

also decrease.  This requires the aircraft to climb into thinner air as fuel is consumed.   Assuming V, ct, CL, 

and W/ρ remain constant, equation (26)  is derived from equation (21). 

,
1 2

                                                           26  

Equation (26) is integrated to achieve equation (27). 

,
1 2

ln                                                           27  

Equation (28) is generally the best at achieving maximum range for a given payload, since it is more fuel 

efficient for aircraft to fly higher as they burn fuel, see figure (2.9).  However, due to traffic laws, aircraft 

cannot climb at a constant flight-path-angle and must instead perform step-climb.  In this study we mimic 

the step-climb but do not limit ourselves to predetermined step sizes, the climbs are set at the beginnings 

of each flight segment of the cruise portion [10],[11],[2]. 
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The third equation assumes a constant altitude and constant lift coefficient.  Since the altitude profile is 

constant, the aircraft cannot ascend to maintain a constant lift coefficient.  Using equation (3), if ρ, S, and 

CL, are held constant then V must decrease as W decreases.  Equation (28) is derived from equation (20). 

,  
/

                                                                          28  

Substituting equation (3) into equation (28) defines equation (29) 

,  
2

√
                                                           29  

Integrating equation (29) give equation (30) 

,  2 1                                                   30  

V0 is the velocity at the beginning of cruise found by rearranging equation (3) with L = W  

 
2

                                                                                    31  

 

In this study the range is fixed and the fuel weight is minimized.  Therefore equations (25), (27), (30) can 

be rearranged solve for the fuel weight, or weight ratios.  Rearranging equation (27) to solve the final 

aircraft weight forms equation (32). 

,

2

                                                    32  
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Rearranging equation (25) to solve for the weight yields 

,
     33  

Once the ratio of ending to starting aircraft weight is determined from equation (34), the fuel weight can 

be solved for since the initial weight is fixed.  Equation (33) can be rearranged to form equation (34). 

,
1

2
  34  

As with equation (33) once the ratio of beginning weight to ending weight is known, the fuel weight can 

then be solved for since the initial weight is fixed.  The solutions to equations (32),(33),(34) will be 

compared to the optimized flight trajectory presented by this thesis.   

 2.4 Horizontal Wind Model 

Wind velocities in the upper atmosphere are usually much greater than wind velocities at sea level, and 

play an important role in the development of a fuel cost analysis.  Trans-American flight durations can 

differ as much as 30 minutes depending on their relationship with the wind currents.  These air currents 

are generally located 5 to 8 miles above the Earth surface, and are known as jet streams.  Jet streams were 

first discovered by meteorologist Washburo Ooishi in the 1920's, and Wiley Post is credited as the first 

pilot to fly within a jet stream [15]. 

Across the continental United States the jet streams flow West to East due to the Coriolis effect.  Air 

moves from high-pressure, warmer areas (equator) to low-pressure, cooler areas (poles).  However, 

between the equator and poles the Earth rotation changes the winds direction from West to East. 

NASA has developed several wind models, known as the Horizontal Wind Model (HWM).  HWM93 and 

its updated version HWM07 are the main models used today[16].  These models require inputs of latitude, 

longitude, and altitude and outputs the relative jet stream velocity vector.  Due to academic licensing 
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restrictions, these wind models were not available for use, therefore, a new wind model was designed for 

this research. 

This wind model was designed in MATLAB using data from the National Weather Service (NWS) 

horizontal wind contours.  These contours were taken at altitudes of 24,000, 30,000 and 36,000 ft [15] see 

figures 2.12-2.14.  The wind contours were from January 22, 2015.  These contours show the 

characteristic West-to-East movement of jet streams above the contingent 48 states.  Data for ground-

level wind velocities was used from the United States Department of Energy, see figure 2.15 [17].   

The derived data from these contours was nondimensionalized, and placed in a three dimensional table.  

The table was defined by latitude, longitude, and altitude.  Since this study focuses on domestic American 

flights, the ranges are 25° to 50° latitude, 70° to 125° longitude, and 0 to 40,000 ft altitude.  These ranges 

cover the area of the continental United States and surrounding oceans and land masses, refer to figures 

2.12-2.14. 

This data was stored in a MATLAB function with inputs of latitude, longitude, and altitude.  The function 

outputs the velocity vector of the wind.  Since the simulation flight is from New York to Los Angeles, the 

East-to-West direction is assumed positive.  North-to-South components were also assumed positive. The 

jet stream above the United States flows in a predominately West-to-East fashion, therefore, components 

of wind velocity are registered as negative except in regions of turbulence.  Linear  interpolation was then 

used to calculate the latitudes, longitudes and altitudes nondimensionalized table values.   The output 

dimension is feet per second, and is found using a cubic three dimensional interpolation function, 

interp3.m.   
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Fig.   2.12  Wind Contours at 24,000 ft [15], image at http://www.srh.noaa.gov/zme/mainbriefing.php 

Fig.   2.13  Wind Contours at 30,000 ft [15], image at http://www.srh.noaa.gov/zme/mainbriefing.php 
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Fig.   2.14  Wind Contours at 36,000 ft [15], image at http://www.srh.noaa.gov/zme/mainbriefing.php 

Fig.   2.15  Annual Average Wind Velocities at 100 ft, image at http://www.nrel.gov/gis/wind.html 

Figures 2.16 and 2.17 show the wind velocities at various altitudes encountered on the flight from New 

York to Los Angeles.  The East-West components of wind velocity are much greater than the North-
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South components due to the Coriolis effect.  At lower altitudes the East-West components show a 

velocity spike from the effects of the Rocky Mountains on atmospheric conditions. 

Fig.   2.16  Absolute Velocities of East-West Wind on New York-Los Angeles Flight Path 

Fig.   2.17  Absolute Velocities of North-South Wind on New York-Los Angeles Flight Path 
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 2.5 Simulation Setup 

The simulation of the trans-American flight was coded using MATLAB programming language.  The cost 

function is the fuel expend over a given range and the free variables are the altitude, velocity and throttle 

settings during cruise.  The cruise flight is broken up into incremental steps and the free variables 

calculated at each segment.  Only the initial altitude is fixed at 32,000 ft.  This initial altitude insured that 

the altitudes would start at a beginning cruise altitudes.  Figure 2.18 shows the flow diagram of the 

simulation.  

Fig.   2.18  Flow Diagram of Simulation of Trans-American Cruise Flight 

The program starts with initial guesses for the nondimensionalized profiles of altitude, velocity, and 

throttle setting.  The guesses are then used as inputs to a function that simulates the aircraft's cruise and 
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calculates the fuel consumption, see figure 2.19.  This function is discussed in more detail later in this 

section.  The function output is then optimized through varying the free variables to find a minimized cost 

function. 

The MATLAB function fminsearch.m was used as the optimizer in this simulation.  fminsearch.m uses a 

Nelder-Mead simplex direct search to find the minimum of an unconstrained multivariable function.  The 

Nelder-Mead method, also known as the downhill simplex method, is a derivative-free method for 

optimization.  A simplex is a special polytope, a geometric object with flat sides that can exist in any 

number of dimensions, of N+1 vertices in N dimensions.  Examples of these are: a line segment on a line, 

a triangle in a plane, or a tetrahedron in a 3-D space.  fminsearch.m was chosen because of its repeat 

convergence, optimization method and unconstrained approach. 

The final output is the optimized altitude, velocity and throttle setting profiles.  Also calculated are 

important characteristics of the flight including aerodynamic forces and coefficients.  The main function 

calculates fuel expenditures and important parameters through the following steps:  

1. Receives profiles of altitude, velocity, throttle setting 

2. Receives initial aircraft weight, wing area, aspect ratio, and Oswald efficiency coefficient from 

boeing767_300.m 

3. Divides flight into segments corresponding to the number of points on the free variable profiles.    

Selects midpoints in the altitude vectors for calculating accurate atmospheric conditions.  Sea level 

density is calculated through alt_adjuster.m, and other atmospheric constants assigned. 

Steps 4-17 show calculations of values corresponding to the ascent or descent portion of the flight 

segment. 

4. Atmospheric temperature and density for given altitude received from alt_adjuster.m with input of 

mid-point altitude 
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5. Thrust available and TSFC received from turbofan_GE80.m with input of velocity and altitude

6. Power available calculated by equation (11)

7. Lift coefficient is calculated by reassembling equation (3)

8. Parasitic drag is calculated through CD0_calc.m with input of Mach number

9. Drag coefficient is calculated through equation (6)

10. Drag is calculated through equation (4)

11. Power required is calculated through equation (10)

12. The program determines whether aircraft is descending or ascending and applies appropriate throttle

setting.  Descent T<D, Ascent T>D. 

13. Power output is calculated

14. Rate of climb is calculated through equation (14)

15. Time of climb is found by dividing Δh/RC

16. Fuel weight spent in climb calculated by ctTdt and new aircraft weight calculated

17. Horizontal distance traveled during climb calculated by calculating ground speed of aircraft and

multiplying this by climb time.  Ground speed of the aircraft is the sum of the aircrafts velocity and wind 

velocity.   

Steps 18-20  show calculations of values corresponding to the remaining level portion of the flight 

segment. 

18. Remaining horizontal distance of flight step calculated.

19. Atmospheric temperature and density for given altitude received from alt_adjuster.m with input of

corresponding end-point altitude vector. 
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20. Fuel weight calculated through equation (32)

The main function ran these 20 steps for every flight segment.  The flow diagram for the main function is 

shown in figure 2.19. 

Fig.   2.19  Main Function Flow Diagram 

The first part of the program was initializing constants and importing initial aircraft values from a 

separate function.  The cruise flight was then split up into a number of segments equal to the number of 

variables inside each independent variable profile.  The altitude of the first cruise segment was fixed.  

However, at the beginning of each subsequent segment the aircraft could either climb in altitude or 

descend.  The midpoints for each of these altitude differences were calculated.  These midpoints 
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determined an average of ρ for calculations during the climb/descent portions of the cruise segments.  

After the climb/descent had reached the subsequent altitude, the remaining portion of the cruise segment 

was flown at constant altitude, see figure 2.20.   

Fig.   2.20  Flight Segments and Corresponding Altitude Points 

This main program calls five separate functions.  The first is the aircraft function which contains values 

for parameters of the chosen aircraft such as: wing area, initial weight, aspect ratio, and efficiency.  The 

second function is an atmospheric model.  The model interpolates data from the United States 1976 

Standard Atmosphere model.  Next is the turbofan function, which given an altitude and velocity, outputs 

the TSFC and thrust.  The fourth function called is to calculate the parasitic drag and uses the aircraft's 

current Mach number to determine this coefficient.  The final function called is the horizontal wind 

model. 
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Finally the program goes through constraining parameters.  The constraining parameters were used 

because the fminsearch.m is non-constrained and physical impossibilities can happen.  Examples are 

negative altitudes, throttle settings greater than 1, unrealistic supersonic velocities, and drag forces greater 

than maximum thrust on climbs.  The six constraining parameters used to maintain realistic flight are 

listed below.  Violating a parameter invokes a penalty increase on the cost function. 

1. Lift Coefficient, CL, must be less than maximum lift coefficient value of 1.85.  This parameter ensures 

values of the lift coefficient are chosen that are physically possible.  Lift coefficients much higher are 

possible but require the use of flaps. 

2. Power available must always be greater than power required.  This makes sure that the aircraft has 

enough power to operate at a given altitude, in a climbing or SLUF configuration. 

3. Throttle setting must be 0 ≤ Throttle ≤ 1 

4. Thrust generated by the turbofan_GE80.m function must be greater than the current calculated drag in 

areas of climbing flight. 

5. The horizontal climb distance cannot be greater than the corresponding flight segment.  This ensures 

that the horizontal distances used by the aircraft during climb does not exceed the flight segment distance. 

If none of the five parameters are violated, no penalty is added to the cost function, and an optimal answer 

is possible.  The optimizer will usually diverge if the initial guesses for the free variables violate these 

constraining parameters.  Initially the cruise was broken into two segments with one climb/descent.  In 

subsequent simulation runs, the length of the segments was halved to allow for a climb to occur in the 

middle of the segment.  The number of cruise segments continued to increase until the deviations in the 

answers were minimal.  The final free variable profiles had a total of 16 variables.  The number of free 

variables (h, CL, and V profiles) total 47 variables since hi is fixed.  Because of these many free variables, 

the solution is not robust and required research into an accurate initial guess.  Different initial guesses 

produced local minimal results.  Through the use of contours of the cost function relative to different free 
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variables and estimation methods, an initial guess was derived.  Different converged initial guesses were 

compared with other successful trials to insure an optimal value for this problem. 
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Chapter 3. Aircraft and Flight Description 

 3.1 Flight Description 

This study focuses on a U.S. domestic flight from New York to Los Angeles.  This flight was chosen due 

to the extensive data available on atmospheric conditions above the continental 48 states.  This data 

allowed for easy calculations for atmospheric parameters due to available tables, and the horizontal wind 

model was designed from available wind contours and various heights.  Also a trans-U.S. flight is long 

enough to consume a substantial fuel load.  The aircraft will spend most of the flight time in cruise and 

climb one or more cruise steps to obtain an optimal flight path and will start its cruise around 35,000 ft.   

Data from an example flight, Delta 439 [18], that took place between these two cities on March 17, 2015, 

show many distinct characteristics that were added to the simulation. Figure 3.1 shows the flight is not 

always form a straight line between the two cities.  These bypasses are because of congested air traffic 

above cities that would lie on this straight path, namely St. Louis.  In the simulation extra miles have been 

added to reflect these bypasses by several real life flight distances from flight mileage data from the 

website www.fligthaware.com [18]. 

Fig.   3.1  Path of Flight Delta 439 [18] 
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Fig.   3.2  Data of Velocity and Altitude for Delta 439 

Figure 3.2 shows the altitude and velocity profiles of this flight.  The step-climbs are in 2000-ft. 

increments.  The flight began its cruise at approximately 6:10pm at 36000 feet then ascended to 38,000 

then 40,000 feet at 9:05pm and 9:55pm, respectively.  Velocity for the cruise is noisy due to atmospheric 

conditions but has a slight increasing trend throughout the cruise. 

 3.2 Aircraft Description 

The New York - Los Angeles trajectory was calculated using a Boeing 767-300 aircraft.  This aircraft is 

used by several airliners to make this flight, and was used in the flight.  It is classified as a wide-body, 

long-range, twin-engine jet airliner.  The first 767 flew in 1981, and over 1000 have been built since then.  

This aircraft features supercritical wing design for reduced drag and a conventional tail.  Table 3.1-3.5 

shows the specifications of this aircraft [19]. 

Table 3.1 Size Specifications of a Boeing 767-300 

Fuselage 
Height (ft) 

Fuselage 
Width (ft) 

Maximum Fuel 
Capacity (gal) 

Operating Empty 
Weight (lb) 

Maximum Takeoff 
Weight (lb) 

17.75 16.5 24,140 198,400 400,000 

Table 3.2 Wing Specifications of a Boeing 767-300 

Wing Span (ft) Wing Area (ft2) Wing Sweep (º) 
156.08 3050 31.5 
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Table 3.3 Range, Cruise, Takeoff, and Service Ceiling Specifications of a Boeing 767-300 

Maximum 
Range (mi) 

Cruise Speed        
(@35000 ft) 

Maximum Cruise Speed 
(@35000 ft) 

Takeoff 
Distance (ft) 

Service Ceiling 
(ft) 

6,900 Mach 0.8 Mach 0.86 8,300 41,000 

Table 3.4 Engine Specifications of a Boeing 767-300 

Engines (x2) Thrust per Engine (lbf) 
P&W PW4056, 4060, or 4062 

GE CF6-80C2 
RR RB211-524G 

PW: 63,300 
GE: 62,100 
RR: 59,500 

Table 3.5 Aerodynamic Specifications of a Boeing 767-300 

Parasitic Drag 
Coefficient, CD0

Maximum Lift 
Coefficient, CL 
(without flaps) 

Aspect Ratio, AR Efficiency, e Oswald coefficient, 
k 

0.02 1.85 
8 0.85 0.0468 

As shown in Table 3.4 types of aircraft can be fitted with different engines.  In this study the Boeing 767-

300 is equipped with two General Electric CF6-80C2 turbofan engines.  This engine selection and its 

corresponding maximum static thrust at sea level are shown in Table 3.4 [19],[13].  
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Chapter 4. Results 

 4.1 Optimization Results Compared with Analytical Range Equations 

First, the results from the optimization are compared with the three analytical range equations, equations 

(32),(33), and (34) that were discussed earlier.  Results from the optimization are compared with the 

assumptions from each of the equations.  Since the range equations neglect the effect of wind, the 

simulation results in this section did not include the wind model.  The results between the optimizations, 

including the wind model and the non-wind model, will be compared in the following section.  

  4.11 Comparison of Optimization and Analytical Range Equation, Constant h, V 

In equations (25) and (32), both velocity and altitude remain constant.  Values of altitude, velocity, initial 

weight, range, and TSFC from the optimization were used to define the parameters for these equations. 

 

Fig.   4.1  Optimized Altitude Cruise Profile vs. Constant V, h Cruise Altitude Profile 
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Figure 4.1 compares the altitude profiles of the optimized cruise and the constant V, h cruise used in 

equation (25), (32).  The average value of the optimized cruise, 33,400 ft, was chosen for the altitude of 

the constant V, h cruise.  

Figure 4.2 shows the velocity profiles for the optimized and constant V cruise profile.  A value of 806 ft/s 

was chosen for the constant velocity profile to match the average velocity value of the optimized results. 

Fig.   4.2  Optimized Cruise Velocity Profile vs. Constant V, h Cruise Velocity Profile 

Table 4.1 shows the values of the parameters chosen for calculating the fuel weight used by equation (32).  

The range is the set distance between New York and Los Angeles.  The TSFC is an average of the values 

calclulated by the optimized solution.  The atmospheric density is the corresponding value at the constant 

cruise altitude.  The value for 
/

 was calculated using averages from CD and CL from the optimized 

flight profile.  Wing area, S, is found in Table 3.2.  Initial weight of the aircraft, W0, is found in Table 3.1. 
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Table 4.1 Parameters for Constant V, h Cruise 

Range 
 (n. mi) 

TSFC (1/h) Air Density 
(@ 32,000 ft) 
(slugs/ft^3) 

Initial 
CL 

Final 
CL 

S (ft^2) W0 (lb) 

2165 0.5566 8.2563e-4 0.497 0.466 3050 400,000 

Using these values to solve equation (32) yields 

Solving for the fuel weight consumed by a constant V, h cruise shows Wf = 62,469 lb.  Table 4.2 shows 

the comparison between the optimized results and the constant V, h range equation.  The second and third 

columns show the amount of fuel consumed by each method in pounds and United States gallons 

respectively.  The third and fourth columns show the difference between the two methods in both units 

respectively.  The fourth column shows the percent difference saved by the optimized method compared 

to the constant V, h range equation results. 

Table 4.2 Comparison Between Optimized Results and Constant V, h results 

Method Fuel 
Consumed 

(lb) 

Fuel Consumed 
(gal) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(lb) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(gal) 

Percent 
Difference 

(%) 

Optimized  60,854 8,936.0 -- -- -- 
Constant V, h 62,469 9,173.1 1,615 237.2 2.65 
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4.12  Comparison of Optimization and Analytical Range Equation, Constant V, CL  

In the equations (27), (33) both velocity and the lift coefficient are held constant while the altitude varies.  

In equation (3), weight is equal to its lift and is calculated from ρ, V, and CL.   As the aircraft becomes 

lighter, ρ must decrease since CL and V are constant;  therefore, the aircraft must climb for ρ to decrease.  

The V, L, and D values used equation (33) were the averaged corresponding values from the optimized 

results. 

Fig.   4.3  Optimized Altitude Cruise Profile vs. Constant V, CL Cruise Altitude Profile 

Figure 4.3 shows the difference of the cruise-step profile optimized in this study and the linear climb 

characteristic of equation (28),(33).  Initially the optimized altitude profile quickly steps to 33,000 ft, but 

thereafter, it decreases the size of its steps.  The linear climb initially has a smaller slope, but by the end it 

rises 1,350 ft higher than the optimized altitude.  Since both equations (26),(32) and equation (28),(33) 
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have constant velocities, the velocity profile of the second range equation will match that of the first range 

equation as shown in figure 4.2. 

The cruise-climb was determined by running the flight program with only two data points.  Different 

values of altitudes were used to determine the correct flight-path-angle needed to maintain a constant CL.   

Values for the parameters for equation (33) are shown in Table 4.3. 

 

Table 4.3 Parameters for Constant V, CL Cruise 

Range  
(n. mi) 

TSFC  
(1/h) 

V  
(ft/s) 

/  CL ho 
(ft) 

hf 
(ft) 

W0  
(lb) 

2165 0.5566 806 15.3 0.497 32,000 36,000 400,000 
 

Using these values to solve equation (33) yields 

,
   1.180                                                                        33  

Solving for the fuel weight consumed by a constant V, CL cruise shows Wf = 61,007 lb.  Table 4.4 shows 

the comparison between the optimized results and the constant V, CL  range equation.  The second and 

third columns show the amount of fuel consumed by each method in pounds and United States gallons 

respectively.  The third and fourth columns show the difference between the two methods in both units 

respectively.  The fourth column shows the percent difference saved by the optimized method compared 

to the constant V, CL range equation results. 

Table 4.4 Comparison Between Optimized Results and Constant V, h results 

Method Fuel 
Consumed 

(lb) 

Fuel Consumed 
(gal) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(lb) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(gal) 

Percent 
Difference 

(%) 

Optimized  60,854 8,936.0 -- -- -- 
Constant V, CL  61,007 8,958.4 153 22.5 0.25 
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4.13 Comparison of Optimization and Analytical Range Equation, Constant h, CL  

In equation (31), (32) altitude and CL are constant.   As an aircraft in SLUF loses weight, the values of ρ, 

V, or CL must change accordingly as seen in equation (3).   CL remains constant, and ρ is constant with 

constant altitude.  Therefore, V  must decrease proportionally to the decreasing weight.  The altitude 

profile is constant and the same as the altitude profile represented in figure 4.1. The velocity profiles for 

the optimized problem and the constant h, CL range equation are shown in figure 4.4. 

Fig.   4.4  Optimized Cruise Velocity Profile vs. Constant h, CL Cruise Velocity Profile 

Figure 4.4 shows the constantly decreasing V of equation (31),(34) as fuel is consumed and the aircraft 

weight is reduced.  Initial V values are equivalent to both the optimized profile and the constant h, CL 

profile at 816 ft/s.  Table 4.5 shows the values of the parameters used to solve equation (34). 
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Table 4.5 Parameters for Constant h, CL Cruise 

Range 
 (n. mi) 

TSFC  
(1/h) 

/  h 
(ft) 

CL V0  
(ft/s) 

Vf 
(ft/s) 

W0
(lb) 

2164 0.5566 15.3 32,000 0.497 816 801 400,000 

Using these values in equation (35): 

,
1

2
    0.8432      34  

Solving for the fuel weight consumed shows Wf = 62,720 lb.  Table 4.6 shows the comparison between 

the optimized results and the constant V, CL  range equation.  The second and third columns show the 

amount of fuel consumed by each method in pounds and United States gallons respectively.  The third 

and fourth columns show the difference between the two methods in both units respectively.  The fourth 

column shows the percent difference saved by the optimized method compared to the constant h, CL range 

equation results. 

Table 4.6 Comparison Between Optimized Results and Constant h, CL  results 

Method Fuel 
Consumed 

(lb) 

Fuel Consumed 
(gal) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(lb) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference from 

Optimized Method 
(gal) 

Percent 
Difference 

(%) 

Optimized  60,854 8,936.0 -- -- -- 
Constant h, CL 62,720 9,210.0 1,866 274.0 3.07 

4.14 Summary of Comparison of Optimized and Analytical Range Equations Results 

Table 4.7 shows the comparison of the optimized solution and the solutions to the analytical range 

equations (32),(33),(34).  The columns show the amount of fuel consumed in pounds and United States 

gallons and the corresponding differences between each of the analytical range values and the optimized 

value.  The final column shows the percent differences between each of the solutions and the optimized 

solution. 
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Table 4.7 Comparison of Solutions from Optimized and Analytical Range Equation Results 

Method Fuel 
Consumed 

(lb) 

Fuel Consumed 
(gal) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference in 
pounds from 

Optimized Method 
(lb) 

Fuel Expenditure 
Difference in U.S. 

gallons from 
Optimized Method 

(gal) 

Percent 
Difference 

(%) 

Optimized  60,854 8,936.0 -- -- -- 
Constant h, V 62,469 9,173.1 1,615 237.2 2.65 

Constant V, CL  61,007 8,958.4 153 22.5 0.25 
Constant h, CL 62,720 9,210.0 1,866 274.0 3.07 

The optimized results show an increased fuel efficiency over the three analytical range equation methods.  

Even though h, V, and  CL were not held constant in the optimized results, similarities between the range 

equations and the optimized results can be seen.  The optimized altitude profile more closely matched the 

ascending profile of equation (28) than the constant altitude profiles of equations (26) and (30).  The 

velocity profile, however, did not match the descending profile of equation (31) but instead more closely 

fit with the constant velocity assumptions of equations (26) and (28).  This difference is the cause of the 

larger percentage difference between equation (31) and the optimized result.  Equation (26) has a larger 

percentage difference since air density has a more drastic effect on an aircraft's fuel consumption than the 

lift coefficient.  Equation (28) has the closest value to the optimized results, showing that air density has 

the greatest effect on fuel consumption within the cruising phase of flight.  Saving 0.25% on fuel 

expenditures results in an annual savings of 28.35 million gallons on US domestic flights alone [1].  In 

addition the cruise-climb altitude profile of the constant V, CL range equation will be difficult to 

implement with FAA regulations.  The step-climbs used in the optimized results, though different from 

current FAA regulations, offer an easier implementation while still maintaining an advantage in fuel 

efficiency.  

4.2 Comparison of Optimized Flight with Horizontal Wind Model 

In this section the results from the optimization that has a horizontal wind model will be compared with 

the non-wind optimized results.  Because of the choice of the East-West flight and the flow of the upper 
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atmospheric winds above the United States, the inclusion of the wind model has a negative effect on the 

fuel consumption of the trip.  The fuel differences between the results are shown in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.8 Fuel Consumption Differences Between Wind and Non-Wind Optimized Results 
 

Method Amount of Fuel Consumed (lb) Percent Difference (%) 
Optimization Results without Wind 60,854 -- 

Optimization Results with Wind 65,891 7.644% 
 

 This difference in fuel consumption varies from day to day, depending on wind conditions.  The 

variability of wind conditions would make designing a optimal model for use in commercial flights 

difficult.  Although, the wind velocity is varied, only extreme altitude changes would demonstrate a large 

change in velocity. Therefore changes in h, V, and CL  showed slight variation between the wind and non-

wind models, and most of the variation came from the greater loss of weight due to headwinds rather than 

an altitude or velocity change in pursuit of optimal wind conditions.   

 

Fig.   4.5  Wind Velocities vs. Altitude for Different US Cities 
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Figure 4.5 shows varying wind magnitudes over three United States cities.  Wind velocities tended to 

increase in velocity from 20,000 to 35,000 ft, but remained constant thereafter.  This wind relationship 

with altitude means that an aircraft flying at normal cruise altitude (approximately 35,000 ft) will be 

experiencing strong winds but must descend 10,000 to 15,000 ft to experience a difference of 80 to 100 

ft/s.  This altitude change is not optimal as the difference in air density between these two altitudes has 

much more impact on the dynamics of the aircraft than the wind velocity.  Figure 4.6 show the directional 

wind contours at 36,000 ft overlayed with the flight path. 

Fig.   4.6    Wind Velocity Contours at 36,000 with Flight Path 

The flight path shown in figure 4.6 is from the Delta 439 flight path shown in figure 3.1.  The nondirect 

flight path is used to avoid air traffic above cities such as St. Louis and Denver that are located between 
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New York and Los Angeles.  Figure 4.6 shows tha t the beginning, middle, and final portions of the flight 

path are flown directly into headwinds.  The portion over the States of West Virginia and Kentucky show 

the aircraft traveling Southwest at a 35º angle to the wind velocity.  The portion of the flight over Texas, 

New Mexico and Arizona show the aircraft experiencing the jet streams from an angle of 15-30º.  

Although for approximately half the trip the aircraft avoids direct headwind, the general direction of the 

wind is always against the aircraft's travel. 

Fig.   4.7  Altitude Profiles for Wind and Non-Wind Models 

Figure 4.6 shows the altitude profiles for optimal trajectories with and without winds.  The altitude profile 

without wind is the same as the optimized profile in figures 4.1 and 4.3.  In both profiles the aircraft 

climbed as fuel was burned.  The wind optimization model took smaller step-climbs than the non-wind 

model.  These smaller climbs showed that the air density still has a large contribution to fuel consumption 

dynamics, but to avoid the highest velocity winds the aircraft cruised in slightly lower altitudes.  The step-
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climbs took longer on average to achieve for the wind model than the non-wind model, due to an lower 

average throttle setting on these climb portions. 

Fig.   4.8  Throttle Settings for Climb Portions of Flight for Wind and Non-Wind Models 

Figure 4.8 shows the throttle settings for the climb portions of the flight segments for both optimization 

problems.  In both problems the throttle setting was very close to full throttle.  Maximum throttle allowed 

the aircraft to quickly ascend with the fastest rate of climb to the next step.  The wind optimization 

problem has a lower throttle setting, and therefore, a lower rate of climb and additional time needed to 

ascend a given distance.  Although these climbs might appear steep in figure 4.7, closer inspection shows 

flight-path-angle is less than 1 degree on these climbs as shown in figure 4.9. 
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Fig.   4.9  Detail of Flight-Path-Angle of Climbing Portion of Cruise-Step 

Figure 4.8 shows a detailed look into the flight-path-angle of one of the climbs.  The detailed view shows 

to coordinates chosen along this climb to calculate the flight-path-angle.  As shown by the coordinates of 

point A and B in figure 4.8, the plane travels a horizontal distance of 12,500 ft while climbing a distance 

of 110 ft.  This corresponds to a flight-path-angle of 0.504º. 
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Fig.  4.10   Flight-Path-Angle During Climbs vs. Flight Range 

Figure 4.10 show the flight-path-angle, γ, during climbs verses the flight range.  The instances in figure 

4.10 where γ is zero corresponds to the cruise flight segments where the aircraft remained at its current 

altitude rather than climbing.   was derived by taking the inverse tangent of the changes in altitude, dh, 

over the changes in range, dR.  Figure 4.10 shows that γ never exceed 0.85º at its maximum value, and 

stays well within the physical capabilities of commercial aircraft.  The optimization results including 

wind velocities shows a higher γ than the optimization results without wind.  This steeper flight-path-

angle means the aircraft ascended faster during its climbs.  The higher throttle settings shown in figure 4.8 

of the optimized aircraft with winds also show a steeper climb than the optimization results without wind. 
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Fig.  4.11  Velocity Profiles for Wind and Non-Wind Flight Models 

Figure 4.11 shows the velocity profiles.  The non-wind profile is the same velocity profile as the 

optimized profile in figure 4.2 and 4.4.  Both have a noisy profile with the velocity jumping up to 10 ft/s 

between each of the cruise flight segments.  Each of the cruise flight segments is 825,000 ft and will be 

denoted as dR.   The time taken to cover dR denoted as dt and is calculated by taking dR/dV.  Figure 4.12 

shows the acceleration, dV/dt, profiles for both optimizations. 
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Fig.  4.12   Acceleration Profiles for Wind and Non-Wind Flight Models 

Figure 4.11 shows the velocity profiles of both optimizations are noisy with increments of increasing and 

decreasing values.  The acceleration profiles, shown in figure 4.12, mirror these results showing both 

negative and positive accelerations.  The negative accelerations corresponding to decreases in velocity 

while the positive accelerations correspond in increases in velocity.  The magnitude of the acceleration 

never exceeds 0.015 ft/s2.  Acceleration results from these optimizations are well within physical 

capabilities of commercial aircraft. 
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Fig.   4.13  Velocity Profile Trend Comparison Between Wind and Non-Wind Models 

Figure 4.13 shows the two velocity profiles linearly fitted to display their overall trends through the flight. 

The velocity profiles in figure 4.13 are the same velocity profiles as seen in figure 4.11.  The wind model 

optimization shows a more negative value for dV/dR than the non-wind model.  The corresponding values 

for dV/dR are -0.0025 1/s for the linear fitted non-wind model optimization and -0.0049 1/s for the linear 

fitted wind model optimization.  This difference between the two models is because the wind model 

optimization does not climb as much as the non-wind optimization; see figure 4.7.  Therefore the aircraft 

in SLUF must change one or more of the variables, ρ, V, and CL  in equation (3) to balance the fuel 

consumption of the aircraft.  The wind model optimization consumed more fuel due to headwinds 

therefore it must decrease these three variables to balance the equation.  As the wind model did not climb 

as much due to the stronger winds at the corresponding altitudes, ρ did not decrease as much as the non-
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wind model optimization.  Therefore it can be expected that both V and CL will be lower and/or decrease 

more in the wind model optimization than the non-wind model. 

Fig.   4.14  Lift Coefficient Profiles for Wind and Non-Wind Flight Models 

Figure 4.14 shows CL profiles for the wind model optimization and non-wind model optimizations.  The 

overall trends of CL are similar to each other.  The wind model has a consistently lower lift coefficient due 

to increased fuel consumption and lighter weight this coupled with the changes in V balance out equation 

(3).  The maximum difference in CL is 0.017, which is a difference of 3.5% for the average lift coefficient 

of this problem. 

The variables of this optimization, CL, V, h, and throttle setting showed slight variation with the addition 

of the wind model.  However, this was mostly attributed to the increase fuel consumption due to the 
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presence of headwinds.  The altitude profile shown in figure 4.6 showed no signs of drastic variation in 

respect to more favorable winds, and this was backed up by the graphs of the wind velocities which 

though varied showed a steady headwind for minor altitude changes shown in figure 4.5. 

4.3 Comparison of Optimized Flight with Delta 439 Flight 

A brief comparison of the actual flight and optimized flights shows some differences in the altitude and 

velocity profiles.  The cruise portion of the velocity and altitude profiles of the Delta 439 Flight are 

shown in figure 4.15. 

Fig.   4.15  Velocity and Altitude Profiles in Cruise Portion of Flight [18] 

Figure 4.15 shows the cruise beginning at an altitude of 36,000 ft and climbing to an altitude of 40,000 ft 

by the end of cruise.  The optimized flight started out at a lower altitude and climbed roughly 2,500 ft.  

The higher starting cruise for the actual flight is due to two main factors: takeoff weight and air traffic.  

Because the aircraft is only flying across the United States which is much less than its maximum range, 

the fuel tank was most likely not completely filled.  The lower initial fuel weight would signify a lower 

takeoff weight and caused a higher initial cruise to be optimal.  Having lighter aircraft fly at higher 

altitudes allow more heavily laden aircraft to begin cruise flight in lower cruise altitudes (30,000-35,000 

ft).  These two factors are the main contributors to this difference in the altitude profiles. 
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Figure 4.15 shows that the initial cruise velocity is slower than the optimized cruise velocity.  However, 

the cruise velocity of the actual flight continues to have an increasing trend rather than the constant/slight 

decreasing trend of the optimized velocity profile.  These differences come mainly from the aircraft not 

ascending to the cruise altitude at cruise velocity.  The aircraft normally ascends as quick as possible to 

the cruise portion, therefore the velocity is at maximum rate of climb, which is slower than cruise velocity 

for commercial aircraft.  Once the aircraft has reached cruise altitude it then can accelerate to cruise 

velocity.  This acceleration is slow.  Rapid acceleration of a large aircraft would require an extreme 

amount of thrust and would burn additional fuel.   

 4.4 Conclusion 

The cruise portion of a commercial flight was simulated and optimized by minimizing the fuel 

expenditures through the variables of velocity, altitude, and throttle setting.  A trans-American flight was 

chosen due to the extensive and readily available data on atmospheric conditions.  A Boeing 767-300 was 

the selected commercial aircraft since it is commonly used to complete this flight. 

The results of the optimization were compared to the three analytical range equations.  The optimization 

showed a decrease in fuel consumption when compared with each equation.  Similarities and differences 

in variable trends between the optimization and analytical equations were noted.  The trends of the lift 

coefficient and altitude both behaved similarly to trends from the analytical range equations.  However, 

the velocity profile had a more constant trend than the decreasing velocity trend of equation (30).  The 

throttle setting was not discussed in this section as it only pertained to the step-climbs which was not 

included into the analytical equations.  

A horizontal wind model was also added to the simulation and compared to the previous results.  A 

comparison of the wind and non-wind optimizations showed that the winds affect the plane more by 

creating (in cases of headwinds) a lighter aircraft by increasing the fuel consumption.  The force balance 
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enacting on the aircraft from equation (3) rather than a purposeful altitude or velocity change contributed 

the most difference between these two models. 

Finally the altitude and velocity profiles of the optimization were compared to an actual flight.  Both V 

and h showed different profiles than the actual flight.  The altitude profile of the actual flight was 

approximately 3,000-4,000 ft above the optimized profile.  This difference in the altitude profiles was 

because of the lighter takeoff weight of the actual versus the optimized aircraft.  The velocity profile of 

the actual aircraft was slower than the optimized aircraft.  This difference in velocity profiles was due to 

the actual aircraft accelerating from its climbing to cruising speed whereas the simulated aircraft was 

allowed to start at cruising speed. 
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Chapter 5.  Conclusions 

With the increasing price of oil, it becomes important for airliners to find optimal ways to operate aircraft. 

By reducing the fuel consumption of a flight, the company saves money and reduces the amount of 

greenhouse gas left by the aircraft's engines.  This thesis studies the cruise portion of  a commercial flight, 

since it is the most fuel and time costly part.  The fuel expenditure of the aircraft was minimized by 

optimizing the value of the aircraft's velocity, altitude, and throttle setting. 

A cruise flight across the United States from New York to Los Angeles was selected for optimization.  

Changing the flight locations would not have an effect on the flight dynamics, however, the atmospheric 

data would have to be changed to correlate to that location.  Atmospheric data above the United States is 

well documented and helped in the selection of the flight location.  The varied velocities of jet stream, due 

to different geographical features such as the Rocky Mountains, allowed research into a variable rather 

than averaged head wind velocities.  The Boeing 767-300 was modeled for the aircraft as it is one of the 

main aircraft used in both domestic and international flight.  The GE CF6-80C2 engine performance 

criteria is well documented.  This documentation enabled accurate representation in the engine-cycle 

analysis of this thesis. 

Results from the optimization showed similarities when compared to the Brequet range equations.  The 

first derivation of the Brequet range equation assumed constant V and h and therefore a decreasing CL.  

The second derivation assumed constant CL and V, and an increasing h.  The third derivation assumed 

constant h and CL and a decreasing V.  The optimized results showed an increasing h and decreasing trend 

in both V and CL.  The optimized results showed fuel savings over all three of the analytical range 

equations.  From the comparisons with each of the range equations, the second range equation showed the 

closest values with the optimized results. The assumption of the second range equation is that the cruising 

aircraft gradually ascends altitude to maintain a constant W/ρ ratio.  Current FAA regulation call for step-

cruise altitude profiles rather than the steady cruise-climb altitude profile of the second range equation.  
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Therefore the results of the optimization not only show an increase in fuel savings over the second 

analytical range equation but also an increased applicability under the current FAA guidelines. 

The effects of jet streams on the performances of the cruise flight were investigated.  The effects of these 

high speed winds changed all three of the optimized parameters.  In the presence of headwinds the 

commercial aircraft tended to climb faster.  However, the total change in altitude for the cruise was less 

than that of the optimized flight neglecting jet streams.  Both velocity profiles showed noisy attributes 

during the cruise flight but had a slight negative slope when fitted with a linear line.  The velocity of the 

aircraft flying into headwinds showed a larger decrease in velocity during the cruise.   Corresponding to 

the faster climbs by the aircraft flying into headwinds, the same optimized aircraft also had higher throttle 

settings for these climbs. While the effect of jet streams on the aircraft changed optimized trajectories, 

implementation would need aircraft to carrying wind model algorithms in their navigation systems.  

Further research could be conducted on the effects of gusts, side-winds, and turbulence on the fuel 

consumption of cruising aircraft. 

Through calculating the optimal parameters of a cruise flight, the amount of fuel and take-off weight can 

be reduced.  In this analysis the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft was used.  In reality the fuel load 

is adjusted depending on the flight distance.  Consequently, the aircrafts take-off weight can be optimized 

and the fuel consumption decreased further.  With the price of oil projected to rise again, as well as the 

value of limiting greenhouse gas in the atmosphere, the optimization of fuel consumption in commercial 

flights is becoming increasingly important.  
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Appendix A 

A MATLAB program was created to simulate and optimize the cruise portion of a commercial flight.  

Several different functions were built to handle the variables and parameters that went into this 

simulation.  One main function optimized the fuel consumed and the function called by this optimizer 

contained all the aerodynamic parameter and look-up functions. 

Optimizing Function 

%% Stephen Ansberry 
% Optimizer Program 
clear all, close all, clc, warning off 
%% Initial Condition for input Vector 
% input vector is X = [velocity vector, throttle vector,altitude vector] 

N = 16; 
x0 = ones(1,47); 
x0(1:N) = 1.02; 
x0(N+1:2*N) = .98; 
x0(2*N+1:end) = linspace(.92,1,15); 

%% Nelder-Mead Optimizer     
options = optimset('MaxfunEvals',100000,'MaxIter',100000); 
X = fminsearch(@optfunc,x0,options); 

%% Calling function with Optimized Vector 
[W_f,ts,Weight,V,H,CL,Pwr_avail,Pwr_requird,ct,ss,hh,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7] = cftc(X); 

Function called by the optimizer, with chosen optimized parameter (fuel consumed) 

%% Stephen Ansberry 
% Optimizing function that chooses parameter to be optimized 
% (this is the fuel consumed) 
function opt = optfunc(X) 
[W_f,~] = cftc(X) 
opt = W_f; 

Main function 

%% function calculates Weight of fuel and other parameters and receives 
% inputs of V, throttle and height 
% these inputs are contained in the input vector X 
% clc, clear all, close all 
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%  X = [1 .7 .7 1 1 1]; 
% global W0 
% W0 = 800000; 
function [W_f,ts,Weight,V,H,CL,Pwr_avail,Pwr_requird,ct,ss,hh,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6,c7] = cftc(X) 
%% chosing Aircraft 
[W0,S,AR,e] = boeing767_300(); 

%% splitting input vector into its components 
N = (length(X)+1)/3; 
% Velocity 
V = X(1:N)*800; 
% Throttle 
%ts = X(2:1+N); 
ts = X(N+1:2*N); 
% Height 
Hi = 32000; 
Hr = X(2*N+1:end)*35000; 
H = [Hi Hr]; 
% initializing Weight 
Weight(1) = W0; 
% dividing up distance 
dist = 1.32e7;               %roughly 2500 miles 
del_dis = linspace(0,dist,N+1); 
del_dist=diff(del_dis); 
% calculating height differences 
delH = diff(H); 
Hpoint = 0.5*delH; 
%% constants 
% density at sea level 
[~,r0] = alt_adjuster(0); 
% gas constant 
R = 1716; 
% oswald efficiency? 
k = 1/(pi*AR*e); 
% gas constant 
air = 1.4; 

%% for loop for calculating the parameters over the number of climbs 
for j = 1:N 
    if j==1 

 [Tem(j),den(j)] = alt_adjuster(H(j)); 
 [Thr_avail(j), cth(j)] = turbofan_GE80(V(j),H(j)); 
 ct(j) = cth(j)/3600; 
 a(j) = sqrt(air*R*Tem(j));   
 Mach(j) = V(j)/a(j); 
 del_p(j) = (den(j)/r0)*(1+(air-1)/2*(Mach(j))^2)^(air/(air-1)); 
 Pwr_avail(j) = Thr_avail(j)*V(j); 
 CL(j) = (2*Weight(j))/(den(j)*V(j)^2*S); 
 CD0(j) = CD0_calc(Mach(j)); 
 CD(j) = CD0(j)+k*CL(j)^2; 
 Drg(j) = 0.5*den(j)*V(j)^2*S*CD(j); 
 Pwr_requird(j) = Drg(j)*V(j); 
 CD0(j) = CD0_calc(Mach(j)); 
 L_D_max(j) = 1/(2*sqrt(CD0(j)*k)); 
 CL_s(j) = sqrt(CD0(j)/k); 
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        CLini(j) = (2*W0)/(den(j)*V(j)^2*S); 
        Weight(j+1) = (0.5*den(j)*V(j)^2*S*CL_s(j)*tan(atan(CLini(j)/CL_s(j))-
del_dist(j)*ct(j)/(2*V(j)*L_D_max(j)))); 
        Thr(j) = Drg(j); 
    else 
        % Climbing/Descending Portion 
        [Tem(j),den(j)] = alt_adjuster((H(j)-Hpoint(j-1))); 
        [Thr_avail(j), cth(j)] = turbofan_GE80(V(j),H(j)); 
        ct(j) = cth(j)/3600; 
        a(j) = sqrt(air*R*Tem(j));   
        Mach(j) = V(j)/a(j); 
        del_p(j) = (den(j)/r0)*(1+(air-1)/2*(Mach(j))^2)^(air/(air-1)); 
        Pwr_avail(j) = Thr_avail(j)*V(j); 
        CL(j) = (2*Weight(j))/(den(j)*V(j)^2*S); 
        CD0(j) = CD0_calc(Mach(j)); 
        CD(j) = CD0(j)+k*CL(j)^2; 
        Drg(j) = 0.5*den(j)*V(j)^2*S*CD(j); 
        Pwr_requird(j) = Drg(j)*V(j); 
         
        if delH(j-1) >= 0; 
            Thr(j) = ts(j)*Thr_avail(j); 
        else  
            Thr(j) = ts(j)*Drg(j); 
        end 
        Pwr_output(j) = Thr(j)*V(j); 
        RC(j) = abs((Pwr_output(j)-Pwr_requird(j))/Weight(j)); 
        deltat(j) = abs(delH(j-1))/RC(j); 
        deltafueldot(j) = ct(j)*Thr(j); 
        deltafuel(j) = deltafueldot(j)*deltat(j); 
        Weight(j+1) = Weight(j)-deltafuel(j); 
        % calculating delR requires a loop that will run until convergence 
        diffR = 1; 
        while diffR > 0.001; 
            delR = V(j)*deltat(j); 
            LAT(j) = 40+4.5455e-7*delR; 
            LONG(j) = 74 + 6.3636e-6*delR; 
            [WindSpeed(j)] = WM(LAT(j),LONG(j),H(j)); 
            delR = (WindSpeed(j) + V(j))*deltat(j); 
            delRn = V(j)*deltat(j); 
            diffR = 100*((delR-delRn)/delRn); 
        end 
 %% Wind Model Addition 
        LAT(j) = 40+4.5455e-7*delR; 
        LONG(j) = 74 + 6.3636e-6*delR; 
        [WindSpeed(j)] = WM(LAT(j),LONG(j),H(j)); 
        delR = (WindSpeed(j) + V(j))*deltat(j); 
         
        % 
     
        deltaR(j) = delR; 
         
        %Remaining Linear Part    
        del_dist_linear(j)=del_dist(j)-deltaR(j); 
        [Tem(j),den(j)] = alt_adjuster(H(j)); 
        a(j) = sqrt(air*R*Tem(j));   
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        Mach(j) = V(j)/a(j); 
        CD0(j) = CD0_calc(Mach(j)); 
        L_D_max(j) = 1/(2*sqrt(CD0(j)*k)); 
        CL_s(j) = sqrt(CD0(j)/k); 
        CLini(j) = (2*Weight(j+1))/(den(j)*V(j)^2*S); 
        Weight(j+1) = (0.5*den(j)*(V(j)+0.00658*WindSpeed(j))^2*S*CL_s(j)*tan(atan(CLini(j)/CL_s(j))-
del_dist(j)*ct(j)/(2*(V(j)+0.00685*WindSpeed(j))*L_D_max(j)))); 
         
    end 
     
    
     
     
     
end 
%% For plotting Flight Profile 
ss = [0]; 
  for j = 1:N 
      if j ==1 
        sss = [del_dis(j+1)]; 
        ss = [ss sss]; 
      else 
        sss = [del_dis(j)+deltaR(j) del_dis(j+1)]; 
        ss = [ss sss]; 
      end 
  end 
   
  hh = [H(1) H(1)]; 
  for j = 2:N 
      hhh = [H(j) H(j)]; 
      hh = [hh hhh]; 
  end 
   
   
   
  
%% Total Fuel Weight 
  W_f = abs((W0-Weight(end))); 
  
%% Built in Constraining Parameters 
%% CL must be less than 1.85 
CLdiff = 1.85 - CL; 
CLdiff0 = CLdiff<0; 
CLdiff0num = CLdiff.*CLdiff0; 
CLSUM = sum(CLdiff0num); 
c2 = -CLSUM*100; 
%% PWR_AVAIL MUST BE GREATER THAN PWR_REQUIRED 
PWRDIFF = Pwr_avail<Pwr_requird; 
PWRNUM = Pwr_avail-Pwr_requird; 
PWRTOTS = PWRDIFF.*PWRNUM; 
PWRSUM = sum(PWRTOTS); 
c3 = -PWRSUM*100;    
%% Throttle setting cannot be less than zero 
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TRSTL0 = ts<0; 
c4 = sum(TRSTL0.*-ts*10000000); 
%% Throttle cannot be greater than 1 
TRSLGO = 1-ts; 
TRSLOGG = TRSLGO<0; 
TGGSUM = 100000000000*sum(TRSLOGG); 
c5 = TGGSUM; 
%% For climbs Thrust must be greater than drag 
DHP = delH>0; 
TOTD = Drg(2:end).*DHP; 
TOTTHR = Thr(2:end).*DHP; 
TDL = TOTD>TOTTHR; 
DIFFTD = TOTTHR-TOTD; 
TOTTD=sum(TDL.*DIFFTD); 
c6 = -sum(TOTTD)*1e20; 
%% deltaR cannot be greater than the distance to climb 
if deltat~=0 
DRDS = deltaR-del_dist; 
DPRS = DRDS>0; 
DGDD = DPRS.*DRDS; 
c7 = sum(DGDD); 
else  
    c7 = 0; 
end 

%% 
W_f = W_f + c2+c3+c4+c5+c6+c7; 

Function for calculating CD0 

%% Stephen Ansberry 
% Calculating Parasitic Drag Coefficient 

function CD0 = CD0_calc(M_0) 
if M_0<=0.8 
    CD0 = 0.02; 

elseif M_0>0.8 
    CD0 = 0.02+.4*((M_0-0.82))^2; 
end 

end 

Function for initial values for Boeing 767-300 aircraft 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%   BOEING 767-300 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function [W0,S,AR,e] = boeing767_300() 
%% Live Tracker 
% Delta Airlines Flight 439 
% NY to LA 
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%% Engine Parameters 
% GE CF6-80C2 
% MAX THRUST: 62100 lb 

%% Aircraft Parameters 
% W0  Initial Weight         (lb) 
% S      Projected Wing Area    (ft^2) 
% AR        Aspect Ratio 
% e      Efficiency 

W0 = 400000; 
S = 3050; 
AR = 8; 
e = 0.85; 

Function for calculating atmospheric values 

function [Temp1,r] = alt_adjuster(Altitude_point) 

if Altitude_point<0 
    Altitude_point=0; 
   [Temp1,~,~,r,~] = atmos_1976((Altitude_point));  

  % uses atmos_1976 function to calculate the temperature and 
  % density at the altitude midpoint 
  % r = atm density at alt, slug/ft^3 
  % Temp1 = temp at altitude, deg R 

else 
    Altitude_point = min(Altitude_point,280000); 
    [Temp1,~,~,r,~] = atmos_1976((Altitude_point)); 
end 

Function for Atmosphere 1976 called by alt_adjuster.m 

Function called to model aircraft engines 

% MAE 4390 
% Jason Bruno, Bobby Diekmann 
% Modified Stephen Ansberry 
%%%%%%%% turbofan_GE80.m %%%%%%% 
% 
% >> [T,ct] = turbofan_GE90(V,h) 
% 
%  M-file for computing the maximum possible thrust 
%  for the GE90-115B High-BPR turbofan engine. 
% 
%   Inputs: 
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%              V0 = airspeed, ft/s 
%               h = altitude above sea-level, ft 
%   
%   Output: 
%               T = max thrust available at altitude and airspeed, lbf 
%              ct = TSFC, hr^-1 (adjusted for Mach) 
% 
%   DEC 2014 
% 
  
function [T, ct] = turbofan_GE90(V0,h) 
  
% Correct for division by zero error 
% Freestream mach cannot be 0 
if (V0 == 0) 
    V0 = 0.0000001; 
end 
  
%  Mach number for V0 and h 
[T0,a0,P0,rho,rhoh] = atmos_1976(h); 
M0 = V0 / a0; 
  
% Heat capacity ratio at the compressor stage based on ambient temperature 
gamma_c = polyval([-1.20614668523318e-16,5.49680519900033e-13,-9.17212621649489e-10, ... 
    6.48730229306455e-07,-0.000205746784973442,1.42564262883996;],T0); 
  
g0 = 32.174;            % Accel. due to gravity ft/s^2 
BPR = 8;                % Bypass ratio 
Pi_c = 23;              % Compressor pressure ratio 
Pi_c_fan = 1.625;       % Fan pressure ratio 
Pi_d = 0.99;            % Diffuser pressure ratio 
Pi_n = 0.98;            % Nozzle pressure ratio 
Pi_n_fan = 0.99;        % Fan exit pressure ratio 
Pi_b = 0.95;            % Combustion pressure loss ratio 
P9_P0 = 1;              % Overall core pressure ratio 
P9_fan_P0 = 1;          % Overall fan pressure ratio 
Hc = 18550;             % Fuel heating value 
A9 = 10.8834;           % Area of hot nozzle ft^2 
A9_fan = 38.68011208;   % Area of cold nozzle ft^2 
Tt4 = 3559.67;          % Max turbine inlet temperature deg R 
Tau_lambda = Tt4 / T0;  % "Temperature limit" 
  
% Air propertiess 
gamma_t = 1.34;         % Heat capacity ratio at turbine 
cp_c = 0.24;            % Specific heat capacity at compressor 
cp_t = 0.276;           % Specific heat capacity at turbine 
  
% Gas constants 
Rc = cp_c * 778 * (gamma_c - 1) / gamma_c;  % Compressor 
Rt = cp_t * 778 * (gamma_t - 1) / gamma_t;  % Turbine 
  
% Efficiencies 
ec = 0.91;              % Compressor polytropic efficiency 
ec_fan = 0.95;          % Fan polytropic efficiency 
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et = 0.95;              % Turbine polytropic efficiency 
Nb = 0.99;              % Burner efficiency 
Nm = 0.99;              % Mechanical efficiency 
  
% Compressor stagnation temperature ratio, core and fan 
Tau_c = Pi_c ^ ((gamma_c - 1) / (gamma_c * ec)); 
Tau_c_fan = Pi_c_fan ^ ((gamma_c - 1) / (gamma_c * ec_fan)); 
  
% Free stream stagnation/static temperature ratio 
Tau_r = 1 + ((gamma_c - 1) / 2) * (M0 ^ 2); 
Pi_r = Tau_r ^ (gamma_c / (gamma_c - 1)); 
  
% Burner fuel/air mass flow rate 
f = (Tau_lambda - (Tau_r * Tau_c)) / ((Nb * Hc / (cp_c * T0)) - Tau_lambda); 
  
% Turbine stagnation temperature ratio 
Tau_t = 1 - (1 / (Nm * (1 + f))) * (Tau_r / Tau_lambda) * ... 
    ((Tau_c - 1) + BPR * (Tau_c_fan - 1)); 
  
% Turbine stagnation pressure ratio 
Pi_t = Tau_t ^ (gamma_t / (et * (gamma_t - 1))); 
  
% Nozzle exit stagnation/static pressure ratio, core and fan 
Pt9_P9 = (1 / P9_P0) * Pi_r * Pi_d * Pi_c * Pi_b * Pi_t * Pi_n; 
Pt9_fan_P9_fan = (1 / P9_fan_P0) * Pi_r * Pi_d * Pi_c_fan * Pi_n_fan; 
  
% Total temperature ratios, core and fan 
T9_T0 = (cp_c / cp_t) * Tau_lambda * Tau_t / (Pt9_P9 ^ ((gamma_t - 1) / gamma_t)); 
T9_fan_T0 = Tau_r * Tau_c_fan / (Pt9_fan_P9_fan ^ ((gamma_c - 1) / gamma_c)); 
  
% Exit velocities, core and fan 
M0V9_V0 = sqrt((2 / (gamma_c - 1)) * Tau_lambda * Tau_t * ... 
    (1 - (Pt9_P9 ^ (-(gamma_t - 1) / gamma_t)))); 
M0V9_fan_V0 = sqrt((2 / (gamma_c - 1)) * Tau_r * Tau_c_fan * ... 
    (1 - (Pt9_fan_P9_fan ^ (-(gamma_c - 1) / gamma_c)))); 
  
% Exit velocities 
V9 = M0V9_V0 * V0 / M0; 
V9_fan = M0V9_fan_V0 * V0 / M0; 
  
% Exit air densities 
rho9 = P9_P0 * P0 / (Rt * T9_T0 * T0); 
rho9_fan = P9_fan_P0 * P0 / (Rc * T9_fan_T0 * T0); 
  
% Mass flow rate using exit specifications 
mFlow_core = (rho9 * A9 * V9) * (1 + f);    % core, includes fuel mass flow 
mFlow_fan = rho9_fan * A9_fan * V9_fan;     % fan 
mFlow = (mFlow_core + mFlow_fan) / g0;      % total, converted from lbm to lbf 
  
% Specific thrust 
Tspec = (a0 / (1 + BPR)) * (((1 + f) * M0V9_V0) - M0 + ... 
    (1 + f) * (1 / (gamma_c * M0V9_V0)) * T9_T0 * (1 - (1 / P9_P0)) + ... 
    BPR * (M0V9_fan_V0 - M0 + (1 / (gamma_c * M0V9_fan_V0)) * T9_fan_T0 * ... 
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    (1 - (1 / P9_fan_P0)))); 
  
% Thrust 
T = Tspec * mFlow*1.05; 
% Thrust specifc fuel consumption 
ct = f * 3600 * g0 / ((1 + BPR) * Tspec)* (-0.000000000076486*h^2-0.000000551427739*h+0.914412587412586); 
 

Horizontal Wind Model Function 

%% Stephen Ansberry 
% Altitude Wind Profile over contiguous United States 
% from longitudes values of 70 to 125 
% latitudes of 25 to 50 
% and altitudes of 250 to 36000 feet (and past) 
% inputs will be latitude, longitude, and altitude (at 6000 ft intervals) 
% output is the East to West wind component 
% East to West is the positive direction in this model 
  
function [WindSpeed] = WM(latitude,longitude,altitude) 
% setting up inputs 
if latitude > 50 
    latitude = 50; 
elseif latitude < 25 
    latitude = 25; 
end 
  
if longitude > 125 
    longitude = 125; 
elseif longitude < 70 
    longitude = 70; 
end 
  
if altitude > 36000 
    altitude = 36000; 
elseif altitude < 6000 
    altitude = 6000; 
end 
     
X = interp1(25:5:50,1:1:6,latitude,'linear'); 
Y = interp1(70:5:125,1:1:12,longitude,'linear'); 
Z = interp1(6000:6000:36000,1:1:6,altitude,'linear'); 
  
% Wind data 
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,1) = [-19.7 -19.7 -16.4 -18 -19.6 -26.3 -27.8 -26.3 -22 -14.8 -13.1 -13.1; 
    -14.8 -19.7 -21.3 -18 -19.6 -32.8 -27.8 -24.6 -196 -13.1 -14.8 -13.1; 
    -16.4 -18 -14 -23 -21 -26.3 -29.6 -14.8 -16.4 -16.4 -13.1 -14.8; 
    -13.1 -13.1 -13.1 -18 -19.6 -24.6 -31.2 -21.3 -16.4 -16.4 -14.8 -13.1; 
    -13.1 -13.1 -16.4 -13.1 -16.4 -21.3 -23 -24.6 -19.7 -16.4 -14.8 -13.1; 
     -13.1 -13.1 -16.4 -13.1 -16.4 -21.3 -23 -24.6 -19.7 -16.4 -14.8 -13.1; 
    ]; 
  
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,4) = -1*[0 51 76 80.5 80.5 76 29.5 17 46.5 50.5 25.5 34; 
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    101 51 17 36 29.5 0 29.5 59.4 83.5 33.5 29.5 25.5; 
    142.8 142.8 101 101 79 79 117 87.5 68 34 34 0; 
    101 101 79 67 67 79 79 84 76 87.5 67 34; 
    84 79 59 101 118 135 92 50 34 34 34 34; 
    84 84 84 84 92 67 50 34 34 34 34 34; 
    ]; 
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,2)= (WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,4)-
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,1))/3+WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,1); 
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,3)= (WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,4)-
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,1))*2/3+WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,1); 
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,5) = -1*[34 29.5 58 50.5 71.5 72.5 17 17 38 50.5 50.5 68; 
    101 118 101 59.5 53.5 0 0 83.5 107.5 87.5 58 17.5; 
    169 135 135 126 118 135 101 95.5 87.5 101 76 0; 
    117 124 87.5 101 101 84 72.5 146.5 117 84 84 84; 
    101 95 95.5 101 135 135 95 80 80 67 67 34; 
    101 80 95 101 135 101 80 80 67 32 67 34; 
    ]; 
  
WindModelTable(1:6,1:12,6) = -1*[17 34 34 32 47.5 48 32 36 53.5 53.5 42 0; 
    44 67 67 71.5 67 34 34 66 78 80.5 47.5 0; 
    134.5 143 135 135 109 82 82 127 127 109 84 63; 
    134.5 143 135 118.5 109 126 174 174 174 174 143 126; 
    134.5 134.5 95.5 118 134.5 174 190 152 101 84 101 101; 
    134.5 134.5 127 135 159 118 135 118 84 67 101 101; 
    ]; 
     
  
 % 3D interpolation for point 
  
  
WindSpeed = interp3(WindModelTable,Y,X,Z,'cubic');   
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